KP-601

Professional Digital Mini Scales

Trusted by customers for more than 25 years, the Tanita mini scales, by which all others are
measured. It is THE STANDARD in the industry, no one else even comes close!
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500 carat Capacity, 0.01 carat Graduation

2

6 Modes of Operation (g, oz, ozt, dwt, ct, grain)

2

Dual blue backlit displays

2

AC Adapter, gem cup, liquid lever, 100 g test weight,
and soft case

2

USB (Mini-B) port

The KP-601 from Tanita offers 6 weighing modes - carat, gram, ounce, troy ounce, penny
weight, and grain. Offering convenience and sensitivity for a variety of professional settings, including
pharmaceutical, laboratory, precious metals, precious and semi-precious stone, jewelry, law enforcement, and
dental. A professional accuracy level of 0.01 carat is achieved for a total capacity of 500 carats.
The KP-601 brings unmatched convenience to the industry with its easy-to-read, dual blue backlight LCD (sixdigit) display. This dual display allows professionals and their customers the ability to view measurements at the
same time, from opposite sides of the counter. The KP-601’s unique removable shield/lid eliminates even the
slightest influence from drafts or air currents - providing the most accurate readings. It also features adjustable
feet, a liquid bubble level, soft jewelry case, gem cup, 100 gram calibration weight, and USB Port.

Dimensions: 7.3” x 7.4” x 3.0”
Display: .9” x 2.4” Blue Backlit Dual LCD

Mode

Capacity

Graduation

Gram

100.00
3.5273
3.2150
64.300
500.0
1543.25

0.002
0.0001
0.0001
0.002
0.01
0.05

Ounce

Unit Weight: 1.6 oz		

Troy Ounce

Power: 4 x AA batteries (included)

Penny Weight

AC Adapter (included)

Carat
Grain

Computer Interface: USB (Mini-B)

Can’t be beat on Quality! Won’t be beat on Price!

Precision Scales for Gems, Minerals,
Fossils, Meteorites, Jewelry and Beads

8166 304th Ave. SE | Preston, WA 90805
Phone: (866) 679-3343 | www.miniscale.us

Counterfeits exist buy direct
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